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Thefirsttelescopeopened the heavens;the firstmicroscope opened the world of the microbes;radioisotopicmethodology,as exemplifiedby RIA,has
shownthe potentialfor openingnew vistasin science
and medicine.
Yalow and the late Solomon Berson invented radioimmunoassay (RIA) in the early fifties. The invention has had a remarkable impact well beyond
earning her the Nobel Prize. With RIA it is now possible to measure the concentration of peptides, including small volumes of low molecular weight hormones, in minute concentrations. While scientists
felt that measuring micromolar (10^ -6) amounts
was extremely sensitive in the 1950s, RIA allows the
routine measurement at a 10^ 8 greater sensitivity
with accuracy. Interestingly, their precision was so
great that several journals initially rejected their revolutionary paper, which reported their invention,
because Yalow and Berson had employed the tool to
illustratethat antibodies were formed to insulin provided exogenously to diabetic patients. Many studies since then have confirmed their early work.
Amazingly, Yalow has been able to show that
antibodies are formed which can differentiate between pig, dog, and whale insulin even though they
all have identical amino acid sequences (Yalow
1979). She believes that the antibodies are produced
to the different three dimensional structures of the
phylogenetically diverse insulins; the different three
dimensional structures seem to be a product of the
very different proinsulin sequence which is cleaved
out to release insulin. Once a conformation is constructed in vivo it does not equilibratewith the structures formed from identical sequences.
It is difficult to imagine a macroscopic equivalent
of being able to measure 5 x 10^-14 molar
amounts. Stone (1978) states it thus: "They were
able to measure a substance never before measura-

* The ability to measure the presence and titer of
hepatitis virus in a drop of blood. The Red Cross
and other blood banks use RIA to prevent the
spread of this infectious disease which was a considerable problem due to transfusion transmitted
hepatitis.
* RIA was used to measure a tuberculin constituent
which allowed more rapid diagnosis of the growth
of Mycobacterium
tuberculosis.
* RIA has also been used in early cancer detection.
For example, intact murine leukemia virus has
been detected in patients with viral-induced or
spontaneous leukemia.
* Yalow shared the Nobel prize with two men, Andrew V. Schalley and Roger Guillemin, who employed RIA to discover and measure a number of
hormones which are released by the hypothalamus
such as LRF (lutenizing - hormone - releasing

-

factor), TRF (thyrotropin - releasing factor), and
somatostatin, "which regulates the secretion of
growth hormone from the pituitary gland and also
of insulin and glucagon from the pancreas."
(Anonymous 1977).
* Adults, unlike children with early onset diabetes,
do have some insulin which circulates in their
blood. Nonetheless, their sugar metabolism is still
out of control.
Although Yalow has received many awards for
her scientific achievements,
she has eschewed
"women's awards" such as the Federal Women's
Award in 1961 and the 1978 Ladies' Home Journal
"Woman of the Year" because "she does not believe
in women's awards unless the accomplishment is
gender-related" (Anonymous 1978). Yalow clearly
states that prejudice does exist, which makes it more
difficult for women to succeed; however, her approach is:
I think one must decide very early in one's professional life the extent of dedication and commitment
one is prepared to make for a successful career. We
have all heard that as Edison once said, 'Genius is
one per cent inspiration, ninety per cent perspiration
.

. .'

For the lesser among us to have an impact the

per cent of perspiration may even be higher-and
whether we like it or not women, even now, must exert greater total effort than men for the same degree
of success (Opfell 1978).
She works about 100 hours a week.
Yalow does note the effect that teachers and role
models had on her early professional career. For example, she wrote, "In 1938, Madame Curie, Eve
Curie's book about her mother, Marie, came out.
Every woman scientist read that book twenty thousand times. We were all going to be like Madame
(Continued on page 141)
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In Rosalyn S. Yalow's (1978)acceptance speech for
the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine, she
stated that:

ble-the body's own circulating insulin. This was
like identifying a teaspoon of sugar [dissolved] in a
lake 62 miles long, 62 miles wide and 30 feet deep."
No little accomplishment. The medical consequences
of her invention are enormous. For example, some
of the accomplishments of RIA are:
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Curie. I had wanted to become a doctor of medicine;
but, even should I have gotten into medical school,
which was unlikely then, I could not have afforded
it" (Kent 1978). Mauriceand GertrudeGoldhabercoadvised her for her Ph.D. at the University of Illinois. Later Edith Quimbly, a leading medical physicist, introduced her to the person who obtained the
job for her at the VA hospital in New York, where
she has worked since December 1948.
In previous cover stories, theoreticians, experimentalists, activists, and visionaries have been described. In this instance we have a tool maker.
Yalow has provided us with a tool that allows us to
make inferences about the inner workings of a single
cell through measurements using that amount of
material, rather than by extrapolatingfrom millions
or billions of cells. Biology henceforth cannot help
but be radicallytransformedby such a contribution.
Hence, again we acknowledge and benefit from the
contributions of diverse people with diverse approaches to science.
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can be no priesthood of prophylaxis. Everyone necessarily shares in the creation and maintenance of a
healthy world. "Garbagecollector"becomes the title
of a respected medical professional. Already the radically differential availability of health care is an
important issue. Already the class, race, and sex
biases for entry into the medical and scientific professions is recognized and documented. But so far
the solutions to these glaring inequalities have been
sought in the progressive socializationof kill and cut
medicine. We think that this strategy is short sighted.
A truly ecological evolutionary genetics could help
a lot in our attempt to recapturea sense of the multiplicity of human excellences. It could provide many
analogies to show us the dynamic dialectical interplay of participants in materialistic ecological
wholes. With a strong understanding of evolutionary biology we could generate meaningful contrasts
to the picture described above. Instead of pastoral
romanticutopias of mutual bliss with no foothold in
reality, solid scientific assessments of the possibility
of materialflourishing would become available.
Finally we come to the political economy of creationism and its role in the struggle for a human
world. The issues here are as abstract and vast as
the conception of human life itself, and as concrete
and practical as the health of a newborn baby. Everything we have been advocating here requires a
deep understanding of the material conditions of
human life as those conditions reside in us and in
the world around us as a consequence of the forces
of evolution. If we try to rebuild a world fit for human habitation without that understanding we'll
blunder around ignorantly, making worse what is
already intolerable. There is no alternative. Evolutionary understanding must be deepened and
shared.
However, creationists combat this understanding.
Their current efforts restrict such evolutionary understanding to those rich enough to live in the more
affluent suburbs where they can obtain education
outside the confines of creationist influences. The
children of the poor have no such access. So once
again they're denied the means to a better life. Their
early education is truncated almost as if there were a
deliberate attempt to hamper their competitive efforts for the quality slots in higher education which
the society rations out. At one level, creationismis a
schizophrenic anachronism in a world which exploits evolutionary genetics in a way that impinges
on the life of each of us-medically, industrially,
cosmetically. And as an anachronism it will eventually crumble of its own absurdity. Meanwhile it
serves as one of the instruments of oppression; and
it is in this role that it has to be combatted at every
possible opportunity.

